Philadelphia Freedoms Rosters by Year

1974: Julie Anthony, Brian Fairlie, Tory Fretz, Billie Jean King, Kathy Kuykendall, Buster Mottram, Fred Stolle. COACH: Billie Jean King

2001: Jimmy Connors, David Di Lucia, Don Johnson, Lisa Raymond, Rennae Stubbs. COACH: Raja Chaudhuri

2002: Corina Morariu, Mark Philippoussis, Todd Reid, Jonathan Stark, Jessica Steck, Alexandra Stevenson. COACH: Mike DePalmer, Jr.

2003: Jill Craybas, Erika de Lone, Andrew Florent, Nathan Healey, Martina Navratilova, Tina Pisinik, Elena Tatarkova, Vera Zvonareva. COACH: Judy Dixon

2004: Josh Eagle, John Paul Fruttero, Patrick Rafter, Lisa Raymond, Elena Tatarkova. COACH: Craig Kardon

2005: Josh Eagle, John Paul Fruttero, Carly Gullickson, Patrick Rafter, Lisa Raymond, Elena Tatarkova. COACH: Craig Kardon

2006: Jaymon Crabb, Casey Dellacqua, Daniel Nestor, Frederic Niemeyer, Lisa Raymond, Rennae Stubbs, Venus Williams. COACH: Craig Kardon

2007: Jamea Jackson, Daniel Nestor, Fred Niemeyer, Travis Parrott, Lisa Raymond, Olga Savchuk, Venus Williams. COACH: Craig Kardon

2008: Alex Bogomolov, Audra Cohen, Travis Parrott, Lisa Raymond, Venus Williams. COACH: Craig Kardon


2010: Prakash Amritraj, Ramon Delgado, Noppawan Lertcheewakarn, Courtney Nagle, Andy Roddick. COACH: Craig Kardon. ASSISTANT COACH: Josh Cohen

2012: James Blake, Mark Philippoussis, Luka Gregorc, Jordan Kerr, Karolina Pliskova, Kristyna Pliskova. COACH: Josh Cohen

2013: Vicky Duval, Sam Groth, Liezel Huber, Jordan Kerr, Sachia Vickery. COACH: Josh Cohen

2014: Frank Dancevic, Liezel Huber, Marcelo Melo, Taylor Townsend. COACH: Josh Cohen

2015: Robby Ginepri, Marcelo Melo, Asia Muhammad, Abigail Spears, Taylor Townsend, CoCo Vandeweghe. COACH: Josh Cohen


2019: Raquel Atawo, Danielle Collins, Feliciano Lopez, Mitchell Kruger, Adrian Mannarino, Fabrice Martin, Taylor Townsend, Donald Young. Coach: Craig Kardon

2020: Caroline Dolehide, Taylor Fritz, Sofia Kenin, Fabrice Martin, Taylor Townsend, Donald Young. Coach: Craig Kardon